Application Fields
CERA SOLIDA SAN MARCO protects and revives the Pietra di Venezia Floors and all the floors made of
cotto, marble and stone.
Excellent as wax paste for traditional treatments.
Ideal for maintenance of non-varnished wooden surfaces: antiques and classic style furniture, doors, beams,
veneers.

Advantages




It is the ideal choice for bio-architecture.
It contains only natural waxes.
It is easy to apply.

CERA SOLIDA SAN MARCO is a ready-to-use product.
On Pietra di Venezia floors: after the treatment with Biofinitura Protettiva San Marco, apply two coats of
product with an 8 hours interval between the coats.
On cotto: apply the product, directly or after the first coat of Cera Liquida San Marco-L , in two coats with an
8 hours interval between the coats.
On wood: after the preparation coat, apply a first CERA SOLIDA SAN MARCO coat using a cloth or a
sponge and, after few hours, apply a second coat. When is dry, polish with a cloth or by polishing machine..
On furniture, doors and beams: clean the surface from any dust and apply a thin coat of was using a clean
cloth. When is dry, polish the surface with a woollen cloth..

Technical and application data
Composition
Appearance
Odour
Density
Flash Point
Application temperature
Storage temperature
Coverage per liter
SAN MARCO FLOORS
COTTO Floors
LEGNO

Natural waxes(vegetal, mineral and animal) dispersed in
aromatic-free organic solvent.
Yellowish paste
Orange typical
0,8 kg/liter
40°C
+ 10° / + 30° C
+ 0° / + 25°C
“indicative value for one coat”

30 m²
15 m²
40 m²

Warnings
 Store at room temperature. The product must be damaged if frozen in the can.
 We advise not to use the product on external surfaces, in humid rooms and on floor with ponding water
(bath and shower rooms).
 It is possible to remove the product using a specific de-waxing agent for water-based waxes
N.B. This information is based on our up-dated technical knowledge, supported by constant research and
laboratory tests. Nevertheless, due to local factors which could be out of our control, our suggestions
and behaviour of the product with the substrate has to be verified time by time by the user.
Orsan is not reliable for any wrong application of its products.
 E’ possibile rimuovere il prodotto utilizzando uno specifico decerante per cere all’acqua.
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